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Introduction

Motivation
Twitter is commonly used for civil unrest detection and forecasting tasks. However, there is a lack of work in evaluating how civil unrest manifests on Twitter across countries and events.

Research Goals
- Give in-depth case studies for two large-scale civil unrest events on Twitter that occurred in countries with (1) high Twitter usage and (2) low Twitter usage
- Build n-gram-based event detection models and use explainability tools (SHAP) to identify important features it learned from a new Twitter dataset: Global Civil Unrest on Twitter (G-CUT)

Findings
- While there is event signal during the events, there is little signal leading up to the events
- The event detection models were able to find words indicative of civil unrest that generalized across countries
- Location-bias exists as indicated by the discovery of the event detection models’ reliance on location-specific keywords that do not generalize well

Dataset Overview

Global Civil Unrest on Twitter (G-CUT)

Dataset Creation
- Tweets from 2014-2019 collected from Twitter streaming API
- Filtered by geolocation to include 42 countries in Africa, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia
- Restricted to English tweets as identified by langid
- Filtered tweets using the BERTweet civil unrest tweet classifier in Sech et al.
- Labelled events with Riots and Protests from the Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED), a manually curated database of civil unrest events, as the ground truth data

Case Studies

Framework
We compare events in two countries (South Africa and Ethiopia) and ask:
1. Is the event discussed on Twitter?
2. Is there any noticeable buildup in Twitter activity prior to the event?
3. Who is talking about the event?

Findings
- Both events have significant spike in tweets discussing civil unrest on the day of the event, but not before the event, regardless of Twitter user base size
- The South Africa event had event-specific hashtags but Ethiopia only had location-specific hashtags

Civil unrest-related tweets during the week of the
2019 Johannesburg Riots in South Africa (left) and the 2018 Burayu Massacre Protests in Ethiopia (right)

Indicators of Civil Unrest

Motivation
- The identified relevant tweets and hashtags from case studies are event specific (e.g., #etv vs #shutdownsouthafrica)
- Want to discover trends/indicators of civil unrest across many countries and events

Experimental Setup
- Formulated the civil unrest event detection task as a binary classification problem to predict whether an event occurred in a particular country on a particular day
- The ground truth “positive” is days in a country with at least one event occurred
- Extracted n-gram token counts and aggregated by country and day
- Used a random forest model since it is both simple enough to be interpretable, less prone to overfitting, and powerful enough to capture relevant features from data

Indicator Extraction
- Used Shapley Additive explanation (SHAP)\(^4\) to produce robust and consistent feature importance values on sparse count-based features
- Pick features (words) with largest SHAP value magnitudes as the “indicators”

Country Debiasing
- Country and city names appear extensively because tweets discussing civil unrest are frequently location related
- Introduced “country debiasing” i.e., removing location-specific tokens from the data to encourage model generalizability across different geolocations
- Improved generalizability of most important features
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